
AMCV1550  Week 14

Conclusions



Today...

• Evaluations

• New Assignment

• Exhibition update 

• Summary:  reflections on the course



New assignment

• Send me a few paragraphs on what you did 
on the exhibition, and what you learned 
from it. Due May 8.



This course provides a survey of public humanities work, 
including cultural heritage preservation and 
interpretation, museum collecting and exhibition, informal 
education, and community cultural development. It also 
includes an overview of the contexts of that work in 
nonprofit cultural organizations: management, trusteeship, 
and development. We’ll put much of what we learn to use 
in a final project: an exhibition on the Fox Point Cape 
Verdean community of the 1930s. Working with 
community members, we’ll find objects and images, 
determine themes, write labels, and organize a display for 
the Carriage House Gallery, and perhaps a virtual 
exhibition.



• Introduction, 1

• Introduction, 2: Who owns culture? Who 
gets to tell the stories?  

• Preserving culture, 1:Collecting artifacts

• Preserving culture, 2:. Historic preservation 
and community memories. Oral history.

• Preserving culture, 3: Tangible and intangible 
cultural heritage

• Presenting, 1: History museums 

• Presenting, 2: Art Museums and 
Ethnographic Museums

• Presenting, 3: Programs and evaluation

• Presenting, 4: Radio, television and the web: 
Virtual exhibitions

• Civic Engagement, 1: Cultural tourism

• Civic Engagement, 2: Building community 

• Institutions, 1: Governance, trusteeship, and 
ethics

• Institutions, 2: Strategic Planning, 
fundraising, and  measuring outcomes

• Conclusions and review of exhibition 

AMCV1550: Methods in 
Public Humanities



• Theory: community, culture, memory, 
material culture, art (who owns culture?)

• Practice: Management and governance. 
Organizational behavior. Museum skills: 
curating, registration, conservation. Historic 
preservation...

• Process and Product:  Writing the memos, 
curating the exhibition



Theory

• Theory of collections (influences on their 
creation, organization, use)

• The public nature of the cultural (art and history)

• Who and what is “community”?

• Memory and history



What gets saved, and why?

Archives and collections are the things we think worth 
saving. It’s good to examine our motives carefully, and 
consider how our collecting shapes our understandings 
of the past and of contemporary culture. What do we 
think is important? What’s art? What are the politics 
(both large- and small-scale) of our decisions to save 
things? 



Authenticity

Interpretation and preservation often, though not 
always, are tied to issues of authenticity. There’s a good 
literature on the authentic in some fields of public 
history, but it’s a great topic for discussion. Re-enactors 
can be authentic, but that’s not the same thing as true; 
facts can be true, but not authentic. Public history needs 
to think hard about its relationships with an authentic 
past. 



Relationships of interpretation 
and preservation. 

Typically, these are presented as opposing forces, or at 
best, unrelated. Conservators in museums fight, 
sometimes, with curators and educators about using 
objects up. Historic preservation all too often is about 
saving buildings and landscapes, not explaining them. 
But: preservation and interpretation are two parts of 
the same story. Not fully successful at this, yet. 



Relationships of subject, 
audience, and expert

What role does the expert (the public historian, or 
museum curator) play in the process of interpretation? 
Does he or she speak for the subject, help the audience 
understand, or serve as the sole source of connection 
between audience and subject? These channels of 
communications are complex, and go both ways. You 
should think about appropriate models, be able to 
explain why it’s appropriate to the situation, and 
understand the way it which it shapes your work, and 
how it determines the appropriate “voice” in public 
humanities work. 



Authority

 Who has the right to say what, and what gives him or 
her that right, and makes it seem that anyone should 
listen. This gets into issues of expertise, and the ways in 
which one claims it; personal, family, ancestral, and group 
connections to a subject; ownership of artifacts and 
archives; and more. I keep coming back to “shared 
authority,” but that’s a very broad category, and 
sometimes hard to claim, and harder to do.



• Public history

• Community art/
Community cultural 
work/Art activism

• Cultural conservation

• Public art

• Museums: Curatorship, 
education, exhibitions

• Historic preservation/
community conservation

• Cultural heritage 
management

• Cultural tourism

• Nonprofit management 
and governance

• Documentary radio, film

• Memorials and memory

• Digital humanities

Practice
Public Humanities Areas of Interest



The work of public humanities

• Preserving culture

Collecting art and artifacts; Historic preservation,  Memories 
and intangible heritage 

• Presenting culture: 

History museums; Art museums; Programs and evaluation; 
Radio, television and the web: Virtual exhibitions

• Putting culture to use:

Using culture to build community; Cultural tourism

• Institutions:

Governance, trusteeship, and ethics; Funds and fundraising; 
Measuring outcomes



• NMAI: Museum is a forum, for community

• NMAH: Museum for visitors

• NPG: Museum a shrine

• NMAAHC: Museum a place to grapple with 
complex ideas

Smithsonian museum 
directors, 2005:





Process and Product

• What to learn from the actual work

• Writing!

• Making choices (collecting, exhibiting, etc.)

• Organization (keeping track of things)

• Teamwork (not individual expression, for the most 
part)

• Working with other organizations and other people!



The politics of the process

The way the work is organized reflects relationships 
of power and influence. Everything from the way that 
nonprofit cultural institutions are organized and 
funded to the people they hire shapes the decisions 
they make. You can’t separate the process from the 
product. 



“Community-based art is as much about 
the process of involving people in the 
making of the work as the finished object 
itself. Context is also central; this art is 
situated in more public, accessible and 
resonant places, geared to a specific 
audience and a specific time.”

--Jan Cohen-Cruz

Community Cultural Work



• Beyond a dissemination model--more than 
just better writing or public presentation

• Letting the public help to shape the 
questions, the methods, and the answers

• A conversation with the public: respectful, 
with shared authority 

• A thoughtful consideration of “publics”

What is public humanities?



Our version...

“...to apply the methods and skills of humanities 
professionals to the ideas and traditions of 
diverse communities, broadening the ways that 
Americans understand their cultural heritage.”





The end!


